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ABSTRACT

Semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) are now widely used across solar cell, display
and bioimaging technologies. While advances in multi-shell, alloyed and multinary core-shell QD
structures have led to improved light-harvesting and photoluminescence (PL) properties of these
nanomaterials, the effects that QD-capping have on the exciton-dynamics that govern PLinstabilities such as blinking in single-QDs, is not well understood. We report experimental
measurements of shell-size dependent absorption and PL-intermittency in CdSe-CdS QDs that are
consistent with a modified charge-tunnelling, self-trapping (CTST) description of the excitondynamics in these nanocrystals. By introducing an effective, core-exciton size that accounts for
delocalization of charge-carriers across the QD-core and shell, we show that the CTST models
both the shell-depth dependent red-shift of the QD band-gap and changes in the on/off-state
switching statistics that we observe in single-QD PL-intensity trajectories. Further analysis of
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CdSe-ZnS QDs, shows how differences in shell-structure and integrity affect the QD band-gap
and PL-blinking within the CTST framework.
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Exciton-dynamics play a key role in the photovoltaic and photoluminescence properties of
nanomaterials, effecting their performance in a range of technologies, from solar cells and catalysis
to lighting, displays and bioimaging.1 For nanomaterials with dimensions smaller than the Bohr
exciton radius and archetypically 0-dimensional, semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), quantum
confinement gives rise to size-dependent properties.2-4 In addition to size-tunable emission,5
properties including reactivity,6 photoluminescence (PL) stability7 and charge-transfer8 all depend
strongly on the location of the exciton electron and hole in the QD. At sub-Bohr dimensions,
mobile charge-carriers will frequently sample the QD-surface and core, as well as the host-medium
surrounding the QD. As such, interfacial-states arising from unterminated bonds9, 10 and the QDhost dielectric mismatch,11, 12 along with trap-states on ligands13, 14 and in the host,15, 16 will all
influence charge-carrier transport and recombination at the nanoscale.
At the single-QD level, exciton-dynamics manifest as intermittency or blinking between
radiative, on-states and quenched, off-states in the temporal evolution of the PL intensity
trajectory. Since the first observations of PL intermittency in QDs,17 blinking has been the subject
of extensive experimental and theoretical study and review.18 Along with observations of
intermediate grey-state emission,19 PL enhancement,20 fluorescence lifetime correlations21 and
memory effects,22 the complex dynamics observed in single-QD emission provides a critical test
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for any comprehensive description of exciton-dynamics in these nanomaterials. A number of
models have been successful in accounting for PL blinking in QDs, from early charging-tunnelling
models of Verberk et al.23 and Kuno et al.,24 through diffusion-controlled electron transfer (DCET)
models and non-trapping hypotheses of Marcus et al.,25, 26 to more recent charging and multiplerecombination center (MRC) descriptions of grey-state emission.27-30
Recent efforts focused on the suppression of blinking and increased tunability of QD properties
have revealed additional roles that capping, charging and surface-states play in charge-carrier
delocalization, trapping and recombination in QDs. Investigations of PL intermittency in CdSe
nanorods have reinforced the actions of surface-states and the particle nanoenvironment in
trapping both long-lived bright and quenched-states of the QD.31 Studies on band-engineered,
type-I core-shell (CdSe-ZnS) and type-II QDs (CdSe-ZnTe, CdTe-CdSe) have highlighted the
effects of core-confined exciton charge-carriers in the former, and in the latter, electron-hole
separation into core and shell structures, on the spectral tuning of QD emission across visible (type
I) and infrared (type II) frequencies.32 More recently, it has been shown that softening the coreshell potential in graded-shell QDs (CdSe-CdxZnx-1S, CdSe-CdSexS1-x-CdS), leads to enhanced
exciton-delocalization,33,

34

decreased electron-hole wavefunction overlap, suppressed Auger

relaxation rates and reduced PL-quenching.35 Time-resolved studies on single-QDs under the
electrochemical control of charge on the nanocrystal, have not only revealed distinct flavours of
PL-intermittency, so-called A-type and B-type blinking,21 but also a number of exciton-states with
different levels of PL-quenching.29, 36 Most notable in the case of CdSe-CdS, is assignment of the
off-state and a deeply quenched “grey-state” to positive (X+) and negative (X-) trion-states of the
QD, respectively, where delocalization of the electron-wavefunction in the latter makes radiative
recombination competitive with a suppressed Auger-quenching.
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We recently advanced a charge-tunnelling and self-trapping (CTST) description of excitondynamics in QDs that models, not only the dielectric-host dependent blinking observed in coreshell nanocrystals and long-lived grey-states, but also PL enhancement and decay through QDshell and core degradation.37 In the CTST model, PL blinking was assigned to transitions between
a dark, Auger-quenched, ionised, core-charged exciton-state (CX+) and emissive, neutral coreexciton (NX0) and ionised surface-charged (SX+) states of the QD via exciton-electron (ex)
tunnelling. Intermediate grey-states and PL enhancement observed in single, core-shell CdSe-ZnS
QDs were attributed to exciton-hole (hx) tunnelling between radiative-core and dark-surface states.
PL modulation was then found to be strongly dependent on the charge-state of the QD and location
of the excess-hole (h+), the band-offset of the capping material and the cap-depth.
Importantly, the kinetics of CTST (Figure 1) has been formulated explicitly in terms of
macroscopic properties of the QD-host system, namely QD-size and the electrostatics of the QDinterface and the surrounding medium. More specifically, expressions for excitation, emission and
Auger quenching rate constants, 𝑘x , 𝑘r and 𝑘A have been derived from empirically measured QD
size and band-gap relationships.38-40 In CTST, on-off blinking is governed by the forward (+) and
−
+
−
back (-) ex-tunnelling rate constants, 𝑘ion
, 𝑘on
and 𝑘off
connecting the neutral NX0-state and

ionized states, SX+ and CX+, while hx-tunnelling rate constants, 𝑘h+ and 𝑘h− , determine the
equilibrium between bright, core-hx and dark, surface-hx fractions that further modulates PL
intensities in the emissive NX0 and SX+-states. We note that charge-carriers in CTST are
interchangeable in that ex-tunneling between the QD-core and surface can also modulate PLintensities in the case of hole-ejection from the QD and formation of the negative trion state. The
tunnelling rate constants are defined by size-dependent, QD and charge-carrier capture crosssections and tunnelling probabilities that are sensitive to the different barrier-lengths and heights
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along the separate ex and hx-tunnelling coordinates. Mean tunnelling barrier-potentials are
determined by valence-band (VB) and conduction band (CB) energies of the QD and offsets of the
shell and surface and host-trap energies (Note S1 and Figure S1 in SI). In the CTST model, the
tunnelling-electron is stabilized by the reaction-field (self-energy) it generates in the polarizable
dielectric matrix (or ligands) surrounding the QD, while the excess-hole self-traps at the surface
due to the reaction field produced through the dielectric mismatch at the QD-host interface.
In this article, we report experimentally measured PL intermittency in core-shell CdSe-CdS
QDs, which display shell-depth dependent blinking statistics, as characterised by the on-time and
off-time probability density distributions (PDDs) extracted from single QD PL-intensity
trajectories. We show that a simple modification of the CTST model describing an effective QDcore “exciton radius”, not only accounts for the red-shift in the first-exciton absorption with shellthickness, but also changes in the on and off-time blinking statistics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We fabricated core-shell CdSe-CdS nanocrystals with a fixed CdSe core-size and carefullycontrolled CdS capping-layer thickness, through standard colloidal synthesis routes.41 Successive
ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) was used to control epitaxial growth and number of
CdS monolayers (ML) deposited on the CdSe-core.42 For a typical series of QDs with shells
ranging 0 to 4 CdS ML, the QDs exhibited clear size dependent absorption and PL emission spectra
with increasing ML number (Figure 2 a). Further analysis of transmission electron micrographs
(Figure 2 b) revealed size distributions (Figure 2 c) with a core-diameter 3.4 ± 0.2 nm and shell
diameters of 4.1 ± 0.3, 4.9 ± 0.3 and 5.9 ± 0.2 nm. We found these sizes consistent with the 0,
1, 2 and 3 cycles of CdS ML growth on the CdSe-core, when a CdS lattice spacing43 of 0.36 nm
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(Figure S2 in SI) is used to determine ML numbers 0, 0.9, 2.1, 3.5 ML from the core and shell
diameters.
Red-shift of the first-exciton with increasing shell thickness is accounted for by leakage
(exponential decay) of the ex and hx-wavefunctions into the shell, which will depend on the
conduction-band (CB) and valence-band (VB) offsets of the capping-medium relative to the corematerial. In particular, for CdSe-CdS the CB-offset is of the order 0.3 eV allowing exdelocalisation beyond the QD-core into the shell, with the larger exciton-radius giving rise to a
lower QD band-gap. For core-only QDs the band-gap scales quadratically with the inverse of the
QD-core radius, 𝑅c , due to quantum confinement of the exciton.4 On this basis, for core-shell
CdSe-CdS QDs, we define an effective radius of confinement, the “exciton-radius” 𝑅x , using a
simple relationship between QD diameter and the first-exciton wavelength.39 In this case, the
effective radius (Figure 2 d) is derived from the empirical fit 𝐸QD = 1.74 + 0.45/𝑅x2 + 0.5/𝑅x ,37
(Figure S3 in SI), where 𝐸QD = ℎ𝑐 ⁄𝜆 and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the first-exciton absorption peak,
which we found to scale near-linearly at low CdS ML number (Figure 2 d inset). For our CdSeCdS QDs, the dependency of the band-gap on 𝑅x gives a simple functional relationship between
the effective, exciton-radius and CdS ML number (Figure 2 e).
PL intensity trajectories of single-QDs were recorded for our CdSe-CdS nanocrystals with
varying shell-thickness over the range 0 to 3.5 ML. Trajectories were observed to shift from
largely PL-off to mostly PL-on with increasing cap-depth (Figure 3 a), a feature captured in the
intensity histograms (Figure 3 b) of over 104 data points (>1000 s at 80 ms per PL integration).
Trajectories were analysed for switching between bright, PL-on and dark, off-states using a 2𝜎
threshold above the dark-state mean intensity and on- and off-time PDDs constructed from over
50000 events from 25-30 QDs. We note that long intensity trajectories (>20 min), with minimal
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PL enhancement or decay are essential for an effective analysis of blinking statistics. 44,

45

Furthermore, while some variation in the PL-on state intensity is evident in the QD-trajectories
analysed, intermediate, grey-state emission was not observed at sufficiently discrete and distinct
levels to permit a separate analysis from on-off state blinking statistics. Significantly, we observed
measurable differences between on- and off-time PDDs over the 0, 0.9, 2.1 and 3.5 CdS ML range
(Figure 3 c). PDDs were fitted with the ubiquitous truncated power-law (TPL), 𝑃(𝑡) =
𝐴𝑡 −𝛼 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏𝑐 , used to describe the decay (𝛼) and cut-off (𝑡c ) in on/off blinking events in singleQDs, organic-dyes and fluorescent proteins.
Qualitatively, off-time PDDs were seen to change little over the sample range, while on-times
exhibit increased truncation of the PDD and a decrease in the power-law decay with shell
thickness. The latter trend is more evident in the accumulated histograms of exponents extracted
from fitting the TPL to the PDDs from individual QDs, which shift markedly to lower 𝛼on and
more weakly to higher 𝛼off with increasing CdS ML number (Figure 3 d and Table 1). On the
simplest level, observed trends in the intensity trajectories and power-law exponents are consistent
with a model of exciton charge-carrier tunnelling through a CdS shell-barrier of increasing length,
where QD charging and hence PL quenching is increasingly less likely and longer on-times
increasingly more likely. On a more complex level, on-time PDDs exhibit decreasing truncation
times, 𝜏c , with increasing cap-depth (Table 1), a trend that appeals to a more detailed examination
of the exciton-dynamics for explanation.
We used the modified CTST model in a standard stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) to
generate single-QD intensity trajectories from which on/off-time PDDs were extracted and
analysed using the TPL. In the modified-CTST, all former core-size dependent parameters such as
−
+
−
the rate constants, 𝑘x , 𝑘r and 𝑘A and tunnelling constants 𝑘ion
, 𝑘on
, 𝑘off
and 𝑘h+ and 𝑘h− , are made
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dependent on 𝑅x (Note S1 in SI). The exciton-radius, 𝑅x itself is derived from the first exciton
absorption (Figure 2 a) for each 0 to 3.5 ML CdS capped QD, as outlined above. In CTST,
following ionisation of the QD via ex-tunnelling, the branching ratio between CX+ and SX+-states
is determined by the probability of h+-trapping on the QD-surface. This was made dependent on
the surface to volume atom fraction to reflect the scaling of trap densities on a per atom basis.
Here, we retain the general form, 𝑝s = 4𝑎 𝑅s2 ⁄𝑅c3, where 𝑅s = 𝐷/2 is the shell-radius derived from
the TEM-PSD (Figure 2 c), 𝑅c is the core-radius (𝑅s at 0 ML) and 𝑎 is an atomic radius, assumed
here to approximate half the CdSe bond-length (~0.26 nm).37 Core-CdSe and CdS-shell bandenergies were taken from literature values46 and all other parameters are matched closely to
experimental conditions; notably the excitation wavelength 473 nm and intensity 0.1 kWcm-2
ultimately determine the excitation rate through an 𝑅x dependent cross-section.39 Given the limits
of stochastic uncertainty, on- and off-time PDDs produced within the CTST-framework show good
qualitative agreement with experiment (Figure 3 e).
Further analysis of the PDDs with the TPL showed strong correlations between experimental
exponents and (on-time) cut-off times and those obtained from CTST simulations (Figure 4 a-c
and Table 1). In particular, 𝛼on , shows the same decrease with increasing CdS ML number, while
𝛼off was found near-constant over the shell-thickness range. Most significant is the trend in the
cut-off times, 𝜏c where both the model value and the TPL value obtained from stochastic
−1
simulation compared-well with experiment. In CTST the on-time cut-off is given by 𝜏c = Γon
,

where Γon is the truncation rate37

Γon = 𝑘xx

|𝐹|2

𝑟h 3 −𝐸 /𝑘𝑇
( ) 𝑒 𝑎
𝑅x
(1)
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Here 𝑘xx = 𝑘x 𝑓c is biexciton formation rate, where 𝑓c is the core-exciton fraction (Note S1 in SI)
and 𝐹 = 3𝜀s /(2𝜀s + 𝜀QD ), is the local-field factor for a QD of dielectric constant 𝜀QD in a
surrounding medium of permittivity 𝜀s . The cubic term defines a reduce probability of electron
recombination at the surface-localised h+-trap of radius, 𝑟h , compared with the core-exciton and
the Arrhenius term accounts for a weak temperature dependence.25, 47 The expression is consistent
with intensity dependent studies of cut-off times that identified a role for the biexciton in QD
blinking.48 In the CTST-model, quenching of the surface-localized h+ occurs via “hot” electron
recombination that competes with radiative recombination with a residual core-hx, where the
delocalized-electron is produced from fast Auger relaxation of the biexciton-state SXX+ (Figure
1d and Figure S4 in SI). We note that a negative, core trion-state fraction can be formed in the
SXX+ state, with both h+-trapped and hx-sampling the surface. In this case we assume, radiative
recombination competes favourably with the Auger-excitation of the excess-electron, due to
delocalization of the electron wavefunction and a reduced electron-electron-hole overlap.36 The
probability for h+-quenching is then determined by the ratio of ex -h+ and ex-hx “overlap” volumes
3

(𝑟h⁄𝑅x ) . In simulations, the cut-off rate is evaluated using a QD-size dependent dielectric
constant,49 𝜀QD , with the dielectric constant of the QD-surround matched to that of the organic
capping layer (octadecylamine), 𝜀s = 2. For the experiments performed under air the organicligand is assumed largely collapsed and dominates QD-surface coverage, such that the QD-ligand
dielectric mismatch dictates the self-energy of the surface-hole, rather than QD interactions with
the glass substrate or air. To restrict modification of the CTST-model to a single change in
definition of the QD-core radius, we maintain the hole-trap radius defining the localization of h+
at the QD-surface at 𝑟h = 0.3, as per previous studies.37 However, it should be recognized that the
cut-off rate constant defined by Equation 1 will be sensitive to exact values of the h+-trap size and
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the dielectric constant at the QD-host interface. For example, increasing the dielectric constant at
the QD-surface to that of the glass substrate, 𝜀s = 3.8, requires a 1/3 reduction in the trap radius
to obtained cut-off times within 50% of those obtained for 𝜀s = 2 and 𝑟h = 0.3 nm (Table 1),
although the trend to shorter times with increasing shell-thickness remains consistent. We reiterate
that for simulations presented here, substitution of the effective exciton-radius, 𝑅x , in all QD-core
radius dependent rate constants represents the only modification to the CTST model. For our
experimental conditions, the modified-CTST model gives excitation, emission and Auger rate
constants with orders of magnitude, 𝑘x ~ 105 s-1, 𝑘𝑟 ~ 107 s-1 and 𝑘A ~ 1010 s-1, respectively, a
+
−
forward ex-tunnelling constant of order, 𝑘ion
~ 106 s-1 and back-tunnelling constants, 𝑘on
~ 10 s1

+
and 𝑘off
~ 100 s-1 (for a fixed tunneling length of 1 nm) and an exciton-hole tunnelling-

equilibrium constant varying as 𝑘h+ /𝑘h− ~ 1 to 100 (in the SX+-state) with increasing shell
thickness (Table S1 in SI).
To understand the trends observed in our experimental TPL exponents, 𝛼on/off , we compared
average on and off-times with switching rates between the bright, SX+ and dark, CX+ states of the
QD. For a non-stationary, on-off blinking process, the power-law component of on- and off-time
distributions is strictly invariant with a mean dependent on the range of times analysed. To
compare PDD decays across all shell-thicknesses, we calculated mean on(off) durations between
a minimum time, 𝑡min , defined by the photon integration time (80 ms) and a maximum, 𝑡max ,
defined by the shortest cut-off time across all cap-depths (1.9 s for on-times and 69s for off-times),
2−𝛼
1−𝛼
2−𝛼
1−𝛼
where the mean is given by 〈𝜏〉 = (1 − 𝛼)⁄(2 − 𝛼) ∙ (𝑡max
− 𝑡min
)⁄(𝑡max
− 𝑡min
). Thus, for

fixed 𝑡min and 𝑡max , the mean residence time increases as (𝛼 − 1)⁄(2 − 𝛼) with decreasing 𝛼, for
1 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 2 . We found the trends in both mean on- and off-times, 〈𝜏on 〉 and 〈𝜏off 〉, matched closely
the expected trend in mean residence times of the SX+-state and CX+-state derived from the CTST-
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model (Figure 4 d-e). The mean residence time then derives from the probability, 𝑝s , of h+-trapping
on the ionised QD-surface and the mean electron-recombination rate in each charged-state.
Specifically, for switching between SX+ and CX+ it can be shown (Note S2 in SI) that 〈𝜏on 〉−1 =
−
−
−〉
−〉
〉, where 〈𝑘on
〉 are mean tunnelling rates constants
(1 − 𝑝s )〈𝑘on
and 〈𝜏off 〉−1 = 𝑝s 〈𝑘off
and 〈𝑘off

from the host-trap to the charged-QD derived from37

𝑘=𝐴

𝜎
(−𝑙√8𝑚𝛽/ℏ)
2𝑒
4𝜋𝑅0
(2)

Here, the tunnelling probability is dependent only on the tunnelling length, 𝑙, and mean barrier
height 𝛽, while the attempt-to-escape frequency, 𝐴, capture cross-section, 𝜎, and electron-trap to
QD-hole, centre-to-centre distance, 𝑅0 , are all sensitive to the size of the QD-core or h+-trap. In
particular, for the localize surface-h+ in SX+, 𝜎 = 𝜋𝑟h2, while for the core-h+ in CX+, 𝜎 = 𝜋𝑅x2.
For electron-return in the on-state, SX+, it can be shown that the increase in mean on-time 〈𝜏on 〉
with increasing 𝑅x (Figure 4 d) derives from the increase in the surface h+-trapping probability, 𝑝s ,
with shell thickness and surface-to-core atom number ratio. The effect is compounded by a back− 〉,
tunnelling constant, 〈𝑘on
that decreases with increasing exciton size as the confinement energy

lowers. In the case of electron-return in the off-state, CX+, the increase in 𝑝s with the shell radius
now results in a strong decrease in the mean off-time 〈𝜏off 〉 with increasing 𝑅x (Figure 4 e). In this
−
〉, that increases with 𝑅x through
case the decrease is moderated by an ex-tunnelling constant, 〈𝑘off

the QD capture cross-section. We note that the origin of the power-law exponent in CTST differs
from existing charge-tunnelling models that have shown that, for switching between neutral-on
and charged-off states of the QD, 𝛼 = 1 + √𝜙f ⁄𝜙b , where 𝜙f and 𝜙b are forward and back extunnelling barriers, to and from the host-trap, respectively.23, 24 Our results show 𝛼on and 𝛼off in
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CTST derive largely from switching between the dark-CX+ and bright-SX+ states with the neutral
NX0-state, a transient intermediate. Since electron recombination occurs from an external trap in
both charged on and off-states, both on and off-times will be power-law distributed, due to the
range of back-tunnelling rates that result from a random distribution of electron-trap distances
from the QD.
In a final analysis of TPL cut-off times for on-time PDDs, we found the increasing truncation
rate observed experimentally to be strongly dependent on biexciton formation within the CTST
mechanism for SX+-state quenching (Figure S4 in SI).37 Here, 𝑘xx approximates an 𝑅x6.3
dependence (Figure 4 f) through a QD-volume and band-gap dependent absorption cross-section,
a weak inverse size-dependence of the radiative rate and a reduced core-exciton fraction due to hx3

tunnelling (Figure S5 in SI). The biexciton rate and h+-quenching probability, (𝑟h⁄𝑅x ) , combine
to give a truncation rate scaling as Γon ∝ 𝑅x3.3, which maps to the decrease in 𝜏c with increasing
shell thickness (Figure 4 c) through the dependence of 𝑅x on CdS ML number (Figure 1e). We
find predicted values of the cut-off times match-closely experimental values (within error) across
the range of CdS MLs analysed. We note that cut-off times obtained from PDDs derived from
simulations show divergence at the bare, core-only QD (0 ML), with a larger than predicted cutoff time. A subtle interplay between slow electron recombination in both SX+ and CX+ states and
equally slow h+-quenching in SX+, tends to broaden the distribution of truncation rates and
lengthen mean cut-off times across individual simulations. We further recognise that the small
sampling of truncation events at long times, leads to large fitting errors of the TPL to PDDs from
both simulation and experiment. However, model values (Equation 1) show good quantitative
agreement with experiment and the trend of decreasing cut-off times with increasing CdS ML
number is consistent between experiment and simulation. Interestingly, the size-dependency of the
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bright, SX+-state cut-off here compares well with other measures of PL-quenching reported
elsewhere. For example, Early et al. have related on-time power-law truncation in CdS-ZnS QDs
to a biexciton driven process, with an ionisation probability from the radiative neutral-state that
scales as 𝑅 −3.5 and correlates with the decreased electron-hole wavefunction overlap in the ZnS
shell with increasing QD-core radius.50 Blaudeck et al. have shown that the PL-quenching rate in
bulk, colloidal CdSe-ZnS QDs in toluene (at a fixed optical density, i.e. fixed excitation rate, 𝑘x )
decreases with a similar dependence on QD-core diameter, approximately (2𝑅)−2.8, in the
presence of a pyridyl-functionalised porphyrin surfactant molecule.51 In this case, the molecule
acted as a charge-carrier trap and probe of exciton-wavefunction leakage at the QD-surface, with
the probability density of electron-wavefunction overlap at the probe displaying the same QD-core
size dependency as the PL-quenching rate. Despite, the similar trends in on-time truncation and
PL quenching with QD-size, the origin of the size-dependency differs from CTST in that cut-off
is generally attributed solely to ionisation of the neutral, radiative-state to an Auger-quenched,
core-charged state rather than a quenching of the bright, surface-charged state. It may be that both
mechanisms play some role in power-law truncation, along with the cut-off that will arise from a
limited set of trap-states in a MRC description blinking.
To conclude we compare our results with previous studies on shell-dependent QD blinking.52-54
Wang et al.52 have examined blinking in multilayered CdSe/CdS/ZnxCd1-xS/ZnS QDs, reporting
shell-thickness dependencies of the power-law exponents that align-well with our measurements.
In particular over the same range 0 to 3.5 ML shells, 𝛼on was found to decrease (1.35 to 1.0) and
𝛼off increase (1.4 to 2) with increasing cap-depth. Furthermore, measurement of the power
dependence of truncation rates in the on-time PDDs of these QDs, showed a trend to higher rates
and shorter cut-off times with increasing shell-thickness, consistent with observations report here.
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Most recently, Gao et al.53 have examined shell-dependent transitions between on, grey and offstates in the PL emission from CdSe-CdS QDs. Although the study focused on the resolution of
different exciton-states through the correlation of PL lifetimes with bright, intermediate and darkstate emission intensities, on and off-time blinking statistics are presented that show similarities
with our data. Notably, on-time and off-time (log-log) PDDs trend to lower and higher gradients,
respectively, with increasing shell-thickness (0-4 CdS ML), although no explicit analysis of the
TPL parameters was performed and trends in the truncation-times are less easy to discern in the
data. We also note that the diffraction-limited, pulsed-laser excitation intensities (1-10 W) used
in these experiments were some 5-50 times larger than the CW laser power-densities used in our
experiments. Significantly, the authors develop a model to account for multi-level emission
observed at these moderate to high excitation rates, which we discuss in relation to CTST in our
concluding remarks.
In earlier studies, Heyes et al.54 reported TPL parameters from the analysis of blinking in ZnS
capped CdSe QDs in the range 0 and 7 ML. On and off-time exponents, as well as the on-time
cut-off, were found to vary (𝛼on = 1.9 ± 0.1, 𝛼off = 1.6 ± 0.1 and 𝜏c = 5.5 ± 1.4 s), with little or
no obvious correlation with shell-thickness. Here, we note that ZnS shells tend to lack the integrity
that CdS shells offer due to lattice mismatch and lead to less reliable blinking statistics.
Interestingly, in experiments we have performed on CdSe-ZnS QDs, we observed a firstabsorption band-shift with QD-size (Figure 5 a-b), as well as blinking statistics (Figure 5 c-e) that
display similar trends to CdSe-CdS QDs, but with different shell-thickness dependencies. For
example, the red-shift in QD band-gap with shell-radius, 𝑅s = 𝐷/2, is smaller in ZnS than CdS
(Figure 6 a), which would appear consistent with a larger CB-offset that constrains leakage of the
electron-wavefunction into the ZnS-shell and the lowering of the exciton-energy. On the other
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hand, on-time PDDs show a shortening of cut-off times, 𝜏c , with increasing shell thickness that is
more consistent with a reduced shell-radius and effective ZnS ML number that matches closely
that of CdS (Figure 6 b). We find through simulation, that parameterizing the CTST model with
ZnS shell-thicknesses derived from ZnS deposition cycles in the synthesis and TEM-PSDs, along
with the correct CdSe to ZnS, CB and VB-offsets (1.4 eV and -0.6 eV) from the literature,55 does
not reproduce our experimental TPL parameters well. Most significant, is a large, over-estimation
of the cut-off times with large ZnS ML number (Figure 6 b inset). On closer inspection of the EM
images, we observed a significant loss of structure in the ZnS shell compared to CdS (Figure 6 c
and 6d and Figure S6 in SI). The former displays a largely irregular and anisotropic surface in
contrast to the well-ordered surface of the latter, which can been attributed to differences in the
core-shell lattice mismatch.56 Given the evident loss of “complete” monolayers in the ZnS shell,
we propose an effective shell-thickness to account for cut-off times close to those observed for
CdS. For simplicity, we use the shell radius dependence of the first-exciton wavelength in “closedshell” CdSe-CdS QDs (Figure 6 a) to derive the effective 𝑅s and hence ZnS ML number in the
CdSe-ZnS QDs. Impressively, by using the reduced number of ZnS MLs and shell-thickness,
predicted cut-off times were found to align closely with experiment, trending correctly to shorter
times with increasing ZnS ML number (Figure 6 b).
Within the CTST mechanism for SX+-state quenching, biexciton formation depends strongly on
the core exciton-fraction. In the case of a reduced-shell radius, the effective core-exciton radius
increases rapidly with ZnS ML (Figure 6 e) such that 𝑘xx scales strongly with 𝑅x (Figure 6 f), as
per CdS capped-QDs. Here, hx-tunnelling between the QD-core and surface has little influence on
the core-exciton fraction due to small tunnelling lengths, 𝑑 = 𝑅s − 𝑅x , between the effective-core
and shell-surface. For “over-sized” shells, the reverse is true; 𝑅x increases slowly with ZnS ML
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number and the hx-tunnelling length rises steeply with shell-thickness. The core-exciton fraction
is now significantly reduced due to a shift in the hx-equilibrium towards the QD-surface. The shift
arises from the mismatch in tunnelling barriers to and from the surface, where h x-h+ repulsion
lowers the barrier-height to forward-tunnelling and raises the barrier to back-tunnelling from the
surface. The net effect is significantly reduced biexciton formation rates with increasing 𝑅x (Figure
6 f) and consequently decreased h+-quenching rates with shell-thickness. This same mechanism of
core-exciton modulation forms the origin of grey-states and PL enhancement in CTST.37 We note
that even for a reduced, effective ZnS shell or indeed “complete” CdS-shells that the red-shift of
the first exciton will saturate at some maximum wavelength for large shell thicknesses (~620 nm
for 19 CdS ML),57 beyond which 𝑅x will remain constant as 𝑅s grows and the tunneling-length, 𝑑
will increase linearly with shell-depth. Again the core-exciton fraction, the biexciton formation
rate and ultimately the on-time truncation rate are all lowered as for the “over-sized” ZnS shells.
The effect here is that the truncation of on-times will peak at some saturating cap-depth and decline
at “giant” shell-thicknesses. Such an effect explains our observations of increasing truncation at
small CdS ML numbers and may account for previous observations of little or no-truncation at
long on-times (as per off-times) in so-called “giant” QDs with large (>16) CdS ML numbers.58

CONCLUSIONS
In sum we have performed a systematic study on shell-thickness dependent PL intermittency in
core-shell QDs, the results of which are described well within a modified CTST framework of
exciton-dynamics. The red-shift in the first exciton absorption with increasing shell-thickness is
associated with ex-delocalization into the QD-shell and motivates the introduction of an effective
exciton-radius, 𝑅x in the CTST-model that falls between core and shell radii and naturally accounts
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for the QD size-dependent band-gap. The effective radius was also found to adequately describe
the size-dependent rate-constants in our stochastic simulations of single QD intensity trajectories
that reproduce the shell-dependent blinking statistics we observe in both CdSe-CdS and CdSe-ZnS
QDs. Analysis of the distributions of PL-on and off-state dwell-times in both experimental and
simulated QD trajectories using the ubiquitous truncated power-law, revealed distinct trends in the
TPL parameters, 𝛼on , 𝛼off and 𝜏on that were readily accounted for in the context of the CTST
model. The observed trends to longer on-times and shorter off-times with shell thickness are
attributed to the decrease in the rate of transition out of the bright, SX+-state, 〈𝜏on 〉−1 and increased
rate out of the dark, CX+-state, 〈𝜏off 〉−1, that follow closely the increased probability of excess h+trapping at the QD-surface with an increase in surface-area. The increasing truncation observed in
the power-law distribution of on-times is rationalized in the CTST-model by quenching of long
dwell-times associated with the surface-charged, PL-on state, by hot-electron recombination with
the excess, surface-hole. The Auger-mediated process provides an alternative mechanism for
power-law truncation, but supports a QD-size dependency (𝑅x−3) in the cut-off rate (at fixed
biexciton formation rate), that closely matches that of the QD-ionisation probability and PL
quenching rates measured elsewhere.50, 51 Ultimately on-time truncation in CTST is controlled by
the exciton charge-carrier equilibrium constant, 𝑘h+ /𝑘h− between the QD-core and surface that
determines the core-exciton and biexciton fractions. The dependence of this equilibrium constant
on shell-thickness can be loosely compared to that defined by charge separation (or electron
transfer, ET) and recombination (or hole transfer, HT) rates derived from PL-lifetimes by Zhu et
al.59 in core-shell-acceptor (CdSe-ZnS-anthraquinone) systems. Both ET and HT rates were found
to decrease as 𝑘(𝑑) = 𝑘0 𝑒 −𝛽𝑑 with increasing shell thickness 𝑑, but with different transmission
coefficients 𝛽 = 0.35 and 𝛽 = 0.91, respectively. In this case, the equilibrium between charge
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separation and recombination scales, as 𝑘ET /𝑘HT ∝ 𝑒 0.56𝑑 , and will thus be pushed toward the
charge-separated state with increasing shell thickness. The dependence is analogous to the
exponential growth in 𝑘h+ /𝑘h− with shell-thickness that we find in CTST (Supplementary Table
S1).37 Finally, we note that the modified-CTST model presented here, does not formerly
differentiate between the different degrees of confinement of the electron and hole in CdSe-CdS
QDs. The effective exciton-radius, 𝑅x , then provides only a measure of exciton-delocalization
beyond the QD-core (𝑅c ) but within the QD-shell (𝑅s ) radii that is consistent with our observations
of a first-exciton red-shift and increased on-time power-law truncation with shell-thickness.
Recasting the CTST-model to include explicit ex-tunnelling between core and surface states of the
QD, with suppressed hx-tunnelling to reflect greater hole-confinement, may provide greater
physical insight into individual charge-carrier dynamics as well as the flexibility to model more
complex PL-phenomena in different QD-morphologies and heterostructures. For example, in the
recent shell-dependent PL studies by Gao et al.,53 a compelling scheme has been proposed to
account for bright, grey and off-states that include; dark, biexciton and charge-separated states;
intermediate, charged-surface, core-trion states; the neutral, PL-on state and an additional, bright
surface-charged, neutral-core QD-state. The bright-state was associated with the measurement of
a short PL-lifetime (< 1 ns), along with neutral-state (~20 ns), during transient periods of strong
emission in the QD PL-intensity trajectory. The reduced radiative-lifetime was attributed to
increased overlap of the ex and hx-wavefunctions in the core, due to an enhanced confinement of
the exciton-electron induced by the repulsive-field of a surface-trapped electron. Interestingly,
theory on core-only QDs, suggests ex and hx-wavefunctions are rather polarized in the presence of
a charge trapped externally to the QD, with reduced overlap and emission from the NX0-state.49 In
addition, both positive, CX+ and negative CX- trion-states have been shown to exhibit reduced
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radiative recombination probabilities compared to NX0, due to charge-carrier correlations; in the
former, due to hole-hole repulsion and in the latter, due to a weaker but still effective, electronelectron correlation.60 While it is evident that charge-carrier interactions play an important role in
QD exciton-dynamics, effects of carrier-localization (via trapping) and delocalization (via
tunnelling) on the polarization and separation, or conversely, enhanced confinement of chargecarrier wavefunctions in core-shell QDs are less well understood. Incorporating these effects in
the CTST-model, along with additional ultra-fast carrier relaxation processes that have been
identified in recent time-resolved transient absorption experiments,61 will ultimately provide a
more complete description of exciton-dynamics in QDs and other nanomaterials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals. Cadmium oxide (CdO) 99.5% trace metals basis, stearic acid (SA) 95% reagent
grade, 1-octadecene (ODE) 90% technical grade, octadecylamine (ODA) 90% technical grade,
trioctylphosphine (TOP) 90% technical grade, sulfur 99.5%, oleic acid (OA) 90% technical grade,
zinc oxide (ZnO) 99% ACS reagent were sourced from Sigma Aldrich. Selenium 99.999% 200
mesh was sourced from Alfar Aesar. Ethanol, chloroform and n-hexane were sourced from VWR.
Chemical were used without further purification.

CdSe core synthesis. CdSe QDs were synthesised according to a modified literature
procedure.41 A trioctylphosphine-selenide (TOP-Se) stock solution was first prepared by
dissolving Se shot (0.157 g) in TOP (2 ml) in a round-bottom flask (RBF) at room temperature
under rapid stirring. A three neck RBF (25 mL), equipped with condenser, stir bar, rubber septa
and thermocouple (Eurotherm 2116) was charged with CdO (25 mg), SA (0.22 g) and ODE (3
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mL). The flask was evacuated on a schlenk line, heated to 80 oC for 20 minutes stirring at 800 rpm,
placed under argon and heated further to 250 oC. The formation of cadmium stearate was indicated
by the mixture becoming clear and colourless. The solution was cooled to room temperature,
followed by the addition of ODA (1.60 g) and ODE (5 mL). The mixture was again heated to 80
o

C under vacuum for 20 minutes, placed under argon and heated to a higher 270 oC. The

temperature was allowed to stabilise before the TOP-Se stock solution (2 mL) was rapidly injected.
The reaction was allowed to proceed at 250 oC for 2 minutes before passively cooling to room
temperature. The deep orange/red viscose mixture was dissolved in chloroform before adding
ethanol to precipitate the nanocrystals. The cloudy suspension was centrifuged at 3700 rpm for 20
minutes (Heraeus Multifuge 3S) and the supernatant decanted. The remaining QD pellet was
washed with ethanol before dissolving the QD product n-hexane.

CdS shell synthesis. Epitaxial shell growth was performed according successive ion layer
adsorption reaction (SILAR) methods described elsewhere in the literature.42 A two neck RBF (50
mL) was charged with CdO (93 mg), OA (2.3 mL) and ODE (7 mL). The system was equipped
with a condenser, stir bar, rubber septa and thermocouple and filled with argon before heating to
250 oC under rapid stirring. After the solution turned clear and colourless it was allowed to cool to
100 oC and kept under argon until required. To a single neck RBF, sulfur (20 mg) and ODE (6
mL) was added, the mixture placed under argon and heated to 165 oC with continuous stirring until
the solution went clear and colourless. The flask was then cooled to room temperature and kept
under argon until required. Finally ODA (1.0 g), ODE (4 mL) and CdSe cores in n-hexane (3 mL)
were loaded into a three neck RBF and the flask evacuated at room temperature to remove low
boiling point solvents. The temperature was gradually increased up to 100 oC and left under
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vacuum for 30 minutes before an argon atmosphere was restored. The temperature was increased
to 235 oC for precurssor injection. Shell growth was calculated according to the methodology of
Li et al.42 The initial CdSe concentration may be estimated from the Beer-Lambert law and an
empirical fitting function.39 Successive cadmium and sulfur precursor injections were added at
intervals of 20 minutes until the desired shell thickness had been achieved. The mixture was cooled
to room temperature and dissolved in chloroform before adding ethanol to precipitate the coreshell CdSe-CdS QDs. The suspension was centrifuged at 3700 rpm for 20 minutes, the supernatant
decanted and the recovered solid washed with ethanol before re-dispersing in n-hexane.

ZnS shell synthesis. ZnO (80 mg), OA (2.5 mL) and ODE (7.5 mL) were added to a two neck
RBF (50 mL), equipped with a condenser, stir bar, rubber septa and thermocouple. Under argon
the flask was heated to 300 oC with rapid stirring and kept at temperature until a clear colourless
solution was formed. The flask was then cooled to 100 oC and kept under argon until required. The
addition of ZnS capping layers via injections of the zinc and sulfur precursors followed the same
procedure for the CdS capping described above.

Single molecule measurements. Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a modified
inverted microscope (Nikon, Eclipse TE2000–U, Japan) operating in objective-type total internal
reflection (TIRF) mode. A 473 nm CW laser (Scitec Instruments, UK) was coupled through the
objective lens (Nikon, Plan Apo, 60_, NA 1.45, Japan) to the sample via a dichroic beamsplitter
(Semrock, FF509-Di01, USA). The excitation beam was passed through a 𝜆/4 Fresnel rhomb and
made to internally reflect at the sample using a 200 mm plano-convex TIRF lens that focused the
laser off-axis at the back focal-plane of the objective lens. For PL intermittency experiments the
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TIRF lens was adjusted to obtain an excitation footprint approximately 50 m in diameter with an
intensity of 100 Wcm2, accounting for near-field enhancement. QD fluorescence collected by the
objective was passed through the dichroic filter and a second bandpass filter (Semrock, Brightline
609/54, USA) before detection on a watercooled ICCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PI-Max
512 GenIII). Image-stacks were recorded (Manager, USA) with 80 ms integration per frame (12.5
fps) for up to 20-30 minutes providing typically 15000-22500 frames per movie of QD blinking.
Prior to QD deposition the QD concentrations were adjusted to achieve surface densities of
approximately 0.1 QD/m2 to ensure good spatial separation of single-QDs. Coverslips (Menzel
Glaser,

22×40, #1.5, EU) were ozonated for 30 minutes (Novascan, PSD Series, USA) to remove

residual fluorescence prior to QD deposition. Samples were prepared by spin-coating the dilute
solutions onto a coverslip at 3000 rpm. Focus drift during acquisition was minimised using an
active feedback loop.37 The return TIR beam was projected onto a CMOS camera (Thorlabs,
DCC1645C, UK) and the xy-displacement of the beam image correlated with the z-focus of the
objective lens. Focus was maintained using a motorized focus drive (Prior Scientific, PS3H122,
UK) and an automated macro (ImageJ, USA).

Image processing and analysis. Image-stacks of QD movies were processed (ImageJ, USA) to
extract single-QD PL intensity trajectories PL-on and off-time using standard procedures.37 A
threshold was set equal at 2𝜎 above the dark-state mean, typically corresponding to the minima in
the intensity histogram of bright and dark states. The on and off-times were extracted for between
25-30 individual QDs for each shell-thickness. The on and off-time probability density distribution
(PDD) for each QD was calculated according to 𝑃(𝑡𝑖 ) = 2𝑁𝑖 ⁄[(𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖 ) + (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖−1 )], where
Ni is the number of occurrences of a given on/off event of duration ti, while t+1 and ti-1 are
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durations of the proceeding and preceding events respectively. Each recorded PL-trace covered
20-30 minutes, providing 1000-3000 on/off switching events, although we note thick-shells
typically showed numbers of blinking events at the low end. On and off-time PDDs for individual
QDs were fitted with the truncated power (TPL), 𝑃(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡 −𝛼 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏c , by varying parameters A, 
and c using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for non-linear least-squares minimisation (Origin
8, OriginLab Corp., USA).

UV-Vis absorption, PL emission. UV-Vis data was collected on a ThermoSpectronic UV-Vis
300 at a scan speed of 240 nm/min. PL information was obtained using a PerkinElmer LS 45
fluorescence spectrometer at a scan speed of 500 nm/min exciting at 470 nm. The photomultiplier
tube was set to 650 V and the excitation and emission slits were set at 10.0 nm.

TEM, SAED, HRTEM, HAADF and STEM-EDX. A solution of the QDs for each core-shell
composition studied was drop-cast onto a carbon-coated copper TEM grids (Agar Scientific,
Formvar/Carbon on 400 Mesh Copper). Low resolution size distribution TEM was conducted
using a Hitachi-7100 operating at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV using a LaB6 electron gun.
The microscope was coupled to an axially-mounted Gatan Ultrascan 1000 CCD camera. SAED
patterns were captured using a JEOL JEM-1400Plus at 120 kV and collected on a Gatan Orius
SC1000 CCD camera. High-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM, high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) and EDX data were acquired using a FEI Osiris TEM equipped with a Schottky X-FEG
gun and a Super-X EDX system. Spectrum images (SIs) were acquired using a focused electron
probe scanned across selected regions of interest. SIs provided both structural information from
electron scatter on the high HAADF detector and composition from X-rays emitted in the local
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electron beam volume. The resulting EDX SI comprised a three-dimensional data set, with xy
locating the probe position and z corresponding to the X-ray energy. SIs were acquired with a
probe current of 0.7 nA and acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Spatial sampling was between 0.5 and
1 nm/pixel, with a dwell time of 200 ms/pixel. Data acquisition and elemental mapping was
perform using Tecnai imaging analysis (TIA) software.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Schematic definition of QD states and rate constants used in the CTST model.
Excitation and emission constants 𝑘x and 𝑘r connect the ground and NX0 state, respectively. The
exciton-electron kinetics are determined by a trap-distance and -energy dependent tunnelling rate
+
constant 𝑘ion
that leaves the QD ionised in either a CX+ or SX+ state depending on a surface-to-

core volume trapping-probability. In the CX+-state, the Auger-rate, 𝑘A dominates recombination
leaving the QD dark, but in SX+ the core is neutral and PL emission persists. QD blinking is
−
−
associated with back-tunnelling rate constants 𝑘on
and 𝑘off
for electron-recombination at the

excess-hole (magenta) on either the QD-core in CX+ or surface in SX+. Additional PL modulation
associated with grey-state emission is accounted for by exciton-hole (blue) tunnelling between the
QD-core and surface, where the core-surface equilibrium is governed by the tunnelling rates, 𝑘h+
and 𝑘h− respectively. Following biexciton formation in the SSX+-state, Auger recombination leads
to a hot-electron that quenches the excess surface-hole at a rate, 𝑘c , which is dependent on the
hole-to-core volume ratio.
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Figure 2. Shell-size dependent spectroscopy in core-shell CdSe-CdS QDs and the effective
exciton-radius. a) Absorption and PL spectra (𝜆ex = 473 nm) of core CdSe QDs (in toluene) as a
function of CdS shell monolayer (ML) number. Epitaxial shell growth was performed by
successive adsorption reactions of S and Cd precursors for 1 to 4 CdS MLs. Actual ML number is
determined from TEM sizing and a CdS lattice spacing of 0.36 nm (Figure S2 in SI). b) and c)
TEM micrographs of the as synthesised nanocrystals and corresponding particle size distributions
with averages 0 ML = 3.4 ± 0.2 nm, 0.9 ML = 4.1 ± 0.3, 2.1 ML = 4.9 ± 0.3 nm and 3.5 ML =
5.9 ± 0.2 nm. d) The effective QD radius of confinement, 𝑅x as a function of the QD band-gap
energy 𝐸QD = ℎ𝑐 ⁄𝜆, where 𝜆 is the first-exciton peak from the absorption spectra in (a) for each
CdS shell thickness (inset). e) The “exciton-radius” 𝑅x as function of CdS ML number (𝑛) derived
from the root of the quadratic ℎ𝑐/𝜆(𝑛) = 1.74 + 0.45/𝑅x2 + 0.5/𝑅x , where 𝜆(𝑛) = 555 + 11.5𝑛.
Schematic definition of the effective “exciton-radius” 𝑅x (inset), in relation to the QD-core and
shell radii, 𝑅c and 𝑅s .
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Figure 3. Shell-size dependent blinking in CdSe-CdS QDs. a) Extracts from experimental
single-QD PL trajectories of core-shell CdSe-CdS QDs and b) PL intensity histograms as function
of CdS shell ML number. c) Probability density distributions (PDDs) of on and off-times extracted
from experimental trajectories with a 2𝜎 threshold above the mean intensity of the background
peak PL intensity histograms from (b). The PDDs represent the average from over 30 QDs and a
total of around 40000 on-off events for each CdS shell thickness. Densities have been have been
scaled for clarity, 0 ML = 1000X (magenta), 0.9 ML = 100X (blue), 2.1 ML = 10X (green), 3.5
ML = 1X (red). d) Histograms of the power-law exponent 𝛼on and 𝛼off derived from fitting the
PDDs in individual QDs with the TPL 𝑃(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡 −𝛼 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏𝑐 . e) Corresponding on and off-time
PDDs derived from the stochastic simulation of PL intensity trajectories of single-QDs using the
modified CTST model, wherein QD size-sensitive properties ae made dependent on the effective
“exciton-radius”, 𝑅x . e) PDDs for on and off-times extracted from simulated trajectories and
processed as per (c) with scaling 0 ML = 1000X (pink), 0.9 ML = 100X (cyan), 2.1 ML = 10X
(olive), 3.5 ML = 1X (orange).
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Figure 4. Exciton and excess charge-carrier controlled blinking statistics. Dependence of the
truncated power-law parameters describing blinking statistic in core-shell CdSe-CdS QDs on shell
ML number: a) the on-time PDD power-law exponent, 𝛼on ; b) off-time PDD power-law exponent,
𝛼off and c) the cut-off time 𝜏c characterising the exponential truncation of the on-time PDDs.
Values from experiment (blue) and simulation (red) represent the mean and standard deviation
from the population of single CdSe-CdS QDs sampled for each shell-thickness. Theoretical values
(green) derived directly from the CTST model are evaluated using Equation 1. Grey lines in (a)
and (b) are for guidance only and in (c) 𝑅x−3.3 function (see text) is mapped to ML number (see
Figure 1e). d) Dependence of the mean experimental on-time 〈𝜏on 〉 (blue points) on the effective
“exciton-radius”, 𝑅x along with 〈𝜏on 〉 derived the CTST-model (cyan) with contributing
components (1 − 𝑝s )−1 (magenta) and 〈𝑘on 〉−1 (orange) from simulation. e) As in d) but for mean
off-times 〈𝜏off 〉 from experiment (blue points) and the CTST-model (cyan) along with components,
𝑝s−1 (magenta) and 〈𝑘off 〉−1 (orange). Note the component functions have been arbitrarily scaled
to show 𝑅x dependence. f) Biexciton formation rate constant from simulation (blue points) and the
functional dependency, 𝑅x6.3 (cyan) from fitting the rate constant with the influence of hx surfacesampling included. Also shown, to highlight the effects of charge carrier dynamics, is the 𝑅x11.5
(magenta) dependence of biexciton formation in the absence of hx-tunnelling.
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Figure 5: Shell-size dependent spectroscopy and blinking in core-shell CdSe-ZnS QDs. a)
Absorption and PL spectra (𝜆ex = 473 nm) of core CdSe QDs (in toluene) as a function of ZnS
shell monolayer (ML) number. Epitaxial shell growth was performed by successive adsorption
reactions of S and Cd precursors for 1 to 8 ZnS ML. b) Particle size distributions (PSDs) obtained
from low-resolution TEM with averages 0 ML = 3.4 ± 0.2 nm, 4.2 ML = 6.1 ± 0.4, 5.8 ML = 6.9
± 0.3 nm and 8.4 ML = 8.5 ± 0.3 nm. c) Probability density distributions (PDDs) of on-times and
d) off-times extracted from experimental trajectories. The PDDs represent the average from over
30 QDs and a total in excess of 30000 on-off events for each ZnS shell thickness. Densities have
been have been scaled for clarity, 0 ML = 1000X (magenta), 4.2 ML = 100X (blue), 5.8 ML = 10X
(green), 8.4 ML = 1X (red). e) Histograms of cut-off times, 𝜏c (on), derived from fitting the ontime PDDs of individual QDs with the TPL, 𝑃(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡 −𝛼 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏𝑐 .
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Figure 6. Shell-structure dependent power-law truncation in CdSe-ZnS QDs. a) Size
dependent first-exciton absorption for core-shell CdSe-ZnS (blue) and CdSe-CdS (red). Shell radii
𝑅s = 𝐷/2 are derived from TEM-PSDs in Figure 5b and Figure 2c and ZnS ML (inset axis) from
the number of SILAR capping cycles. An effective shell-radius and ZnS ML number is defined by
mapping each exciton wavelength to the corresponding CdS radius at the same wavelength (grey
lines). b) Cut-off times derived from TPL fitting to on-time PDDs extracted from experimental
(blue) CdSe-ZnS single PL trajectories and calculated (red) from the CTST model (Equation 1)
based on the effective ZnS ML number in (a). Line (grey) shows fit to CdSe-CdS cut-off times
(from Figure 4c) for comparison. Inset for comparison are cut-off times (cyan) determined from
as synthesised ML number and mean-size from TEM-PSDs. (c) and d) TEMs of core CdSe with
3.5 ML CdS shell and 8.4 ML ZnS capping respectively. Scale bars are 20 nm. Insets show
expanded ROIs (yellow) highlighting in (c) a typical CdSe-CdS QD of mean diameter (orange
circle) from the PSD (Figure 2c) and in (d) a CdSe-ZnS QD with a mean size (cyan circle) from
the PSD (Figure 5b) along with the effective size (orange circle) derived from the first-exciton
absorption. e) Variation of the QD shell-radius (black), 𝑅s = 𝑅c + 3.1𝑛 (black) with ZnS ML
number 𝑛. Core-exciton radius 𝑅x as derived from over-sized (solid blue) and reduced-shell (solid
red) radii, along with tunnelling-lengths, 𝑑 = 𝑅s − 𝑅x , for over-sized (dotted blue) and effective
(dotted red) shell-radii. f) Corresponding 𝑅x dependence of the biexciton formation rate for oversized (blue) and effective (red) shell-sizes, respectively. Representations of the CdSe-ZnS coreshell QDs with an over-sized (cyan) and a reduced shell-thickness (orange), show the shift in the
hx-equilibrium (open circle) between QD-core and surface with different shell-sizes relative to the
effective core-exciton size (yellow).
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Table 1. The shell-size dependent exciton radius and truncated power-law (TPL) fitting
parameters.
QD and exciton sizing
ML

𝐷 (nm) 𝑅x (nm)

Experimental

Simulation

Model

𝛼on

𝛼off

𝜏c (on)

𝛼on

𝛼off

𝜏c (on)

𝜏c (on)

0

3.4

1.59

1.6

1.6

4.9

1.7

1.7

9.0

5.1

0.9

4.1

1.69

1.4

1.7

3.0

1.5

1.8

3.6

3.2

2.1

4.9

1.87

1.3

1.8

2.8

1.2

1.8

2.4

2.3

3.5

5.9

2.09

1.0

1.8

1.9

0.7

1.7

1.5

1.9

[𝐷] QD diameters obtained from the particle size distributions (Figure 2c). Error in 𝐷 ≤ ±0.3
nm.
[𝑅x ] Exciton radii derived from root ℎ𝑐 ⁄𝜆(𝑛) = 1.74 + 0.45/𝑅x2 + 0.5/𝑅x (Figure 2e).
[𝛼on/off] Mean power-law exponents extracted from fitting the TPL to experimental and
simulated on and off-time PDDs. Error in both 𝛼on and 𝛼off ≤ ±0.2.
[𝜏𝑐 (on)] Mean truncation time (in seconds) extracted from TPL fitting to experiment and
simulation. Error in 𝜏𝑐 (on) ~ 60%.
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